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TAROT NEWS
THE WAY NEWS SHOULD LOOK. PLUS REAL LIFE UPDATES.

Online World

A New Way of Seeing
Things..
WE ARE LIVING DIFFERENTLY
During this pandemic, we get to be creatively
online and live life a little differently than we
were before. In honor of this shift, I am
consciously choosing to show up more online
and create more offerings there. What a beautiful
time to dive a bit deeper into self, however that
manifests itself for you.
I released a New Custom Spread to help us
navigate the chaos in our internal and external
world at this time.
It’s called: The Spiral.
Available for purchase >> HERE.
[Please note this is an audio recording purchase aka
something you will have forever!]

EVERYTHING WAS DEAD AS WE ONCE KNEW IT, BUT IT CAME BACK TO LIFE- EVEN BETTER!

They died and came back to life!
Right now you can purchase audio
recordings, virtual tarot reading sessions,
monthly reading memberships, and custom
spreads. More detailed information can be
found on the website below.

DEATH + REBIRTH OF TAROT EVENTS
Is this really happening?! ALL of my upcoming
Tarot Events slowly but surely died off, one by
one. It is in fact really happening. Instead of
fighting it, I am embracing the change and
opportunity to be reborn.

For the remainder of this month and
possibly longer, I will have Tarot Tuesday’s
both on my Instagram Story and LIVE
Readings on my FB Business Page
@Serena Rose.

Perhaps this is a blessing! I have actively been
focusing on building community, booking local
events, and in person readings- so now I get to
focus more on my online business.

There will be a number of collaborative
online events upon which I am the Tarot
Reader.

When this #coronavirus has died down, I trust
that my business will then be stronger than ever.
Booming with both in-person and online
bookings.

Subscribe + Follow all of my pages to stay
connected!

There are a few ways that my tarot events will be
reborn, but one of the ways that I am focusing on
now is providing service to you via the internet.
PICTURED IS THE SPREAD, CLICK LINK ABOVE
TO PURCHASE YOURS!
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PERSONALS

WHAT’S NEXT

What’s your zodiac sign?
Said everyone, ever.

Post Corona Plans
I certainly wasn’t prepared for what is.. not
sure if any of us were really. While we can
plan for things and have goals- it is also just as
much out of our control. That is the dichotomy
of life.

TAROT FOR ZODIAC SIGNS
I don’t live my life by my horoscope or
subscribe to astrology being the end all be all,
but I will say that astrology and the
understanding of the star’s alignment has
changed my life.

As for right now, my focus is on the online
world. I am excited to build my online
community more than it already is and I am
honored that YOU are a part of it. Thank you!

Tarot is a channel upon which to communicate
with Divine Spirit and receive messages. This
can easily be done for individuals or the
collective consciousness, so it can also be
done with any other directive. Including,
Zodiac Signs.
Each month we go through multiple phases
and shifts astrologically all the while being
subtly influenced by the cycles we are
presently a part of.

THERE ARE 12 ZODIAC SIGNS EACH
PERTAINING TO WHEN YOU WERE BORN

I have so many fun plans moving forward but
what is most exciting and relevant is the
production of my Tarot Course. Here we will
focus on Reading, Feeling, and Connecting
with your Cards. This is a self-applicable
online course that you will have forever once
purchased.
Called: The Other Side of Reading Cards.
You can easily go buy a Tarot Basics Book and
learn Tarot 101, but in this course you will
learn how to deepen your connection as a
reader and receive more clearly. The energy,
spirituality, and symbolism is such a big part of
reading.

I am now offering FREE Monthly Zodiac
Readings on Youtube and Tiktok.
If you wish to get really personal, please
answer this ad.
Looking for individuals who are
ready to embrace the cycles of
life and their internal and
external systems on a deeper
level. Custom Zodiac + Moon
Readings for sale, if interested.
Serious Inquiries Only.
That’s Me!

WHAT IS YOUR PLAN, WOMAN?

Updates and Release date, pending.
Pre-registration will be available in the next
newsletter!

FREE MONTHLY ZODIAC READINGS NOW
AVAILABLE

I am so grateful for this time to focus on online
projects such as this one, and to get back into
the community in person when the time is
right.

ECONOMIC UPRISE

There’s been an
increase!
TAROT PRICES GO UP
I listen to the feedback I receive and it has been
brought to my attention for quite some time
that my prices need to go up.
I wasn’t ready. Not because I question my
worth or quality of service, but because I
wanted to share this craft with as many people
as possible. Including those who maybe
haven’t experienced before and had questions.
I successfully accomplished that goal and
continue to share with others.

PLEASE NOTE THIS IS A MINOR INCREASE
THAT WILL CONTINUE TO BE MONITORED.

Making the career jump to Spiritual Life Coach
and Tarot Reader has been an adventure, I am
so honored to be here in service as the journey
continues.
xoxo
-S
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